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the reproductions of the visual arts are accompanied with ref-
erences to dimensions or media this omission may not affect
the viewer s appreciation of the subject but it certainly may
impair his ability to understand the work of art itself less
than fifteen per cent of the article on the kirtland temple
deals with the structure itself there are no accompanying pho-
tographicto details A poem by alice morremorreyy bailey and a
painting by floyd E breinholt are juxtaposed with no com-
ment on either one why the subject of both is the tetonstemons
this emphasis on subject matter ignores whether the works of
art are compatible and forces one to be the comment on the
other

since mormon arts is optimistically labeled volume 1I it is
hoped that the kinds of problems just discussed can be dealt
with in future volumes volume I1 is certainly overdue

the preface states that this book justifies its existence
if it stirs the appetite of the reader for continued experience
with and enjoyment of mormon arts I1 for one feel stirred

ASHE GEOFFREY camelot and the vision of albion new
york st martin s press 1971

reviewed by dr glade burgon who received his phd
from brigham young university and currently teaches in the
LDS institute of religion at logan utah
att south cadbyri standithstandishstand ith camallatemallateCa surnsumtymesurntymetyme a famosedamose

toun or castelle the people can tell nothing thar but that
they have hard say that arture much resortidresortedresortid to camalatcamaratCamalat

so wrote johnjohn leland an author attached to henry VIII in
1542

in the summer of 1966 an archaeological organization be-
gan digging the hill of cadbury castle in the hope of finding
some evidence which would substantiate that king arthur was
an ancient royalty and that cadbury was his camelot the
secretary of the organization was geoffrey ashe who in came-
lot and the vision of albion records his own personal search
for the historicity of the legends of king arthur and camelot
the excavation of cadbury established the possibility that cad-
bury may have been a citadel of an arthur type figure but
nothing definite was found to substantiate that arthur was an
historical figure the castle hill had earmarks of a stronghold
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of a wealthy leader who imported expensive goods A dark
age knife was found also a dish marked with a christian
cross some tintagelTin tagel pottery and a bulk work three quarters
of a mile long all of which indicated the easy possibility
that this was the residence of a british chieftain

very little of the book in fact just a few pages tells of
archaelogicalarchaeologicalarchaelogical finds the bulk of the book deals with mr
ashe s theory that the king arthur legends although centered
around an historical figure are grounded in ancient myths of
the celtsbelts romans greeks anglo saxons druidsdruies and he-
brews he leans heavily toward william blake s idea that the
stories of arthur are the acts of albion applied to a prince of
the fifth century blake seems to have introduced the idea
that albion was an individual rather than a place a giant
who sought and won the golden age for the british isles with
artifacts showing early strata at cadbury to be myceneanmycenaeanMycenean and
minoan cretan mr ashe sees a natural link between the titan
myths of these cultures and the myths and legends of early
england even robin hood is brought into the parallel with
arthur to show the natural tendency of legend to find a
hero and peacemaker he also found parallels between the
story of the holy grail and the magic vessels of the ancient
myths between atlantis new jerusalem and camelot be-
tween joseph of arimethea and other christians in the lore of
the british isles and king arthur all of these lingsthingsti mr
ashe felt indicate that although british myth is called unique
it reflects a human phenomenon a motive thought and be-
havior that will be traced through the world in a profusion
of forms

the remainder of the book deals with a common ideal mr
ashe finds in the philosophies of confucius lao tzu vol-
taire rousseau the french revolution and even the hebrew
messiah the apparent ideal is a desire for the reinstatement
of a lost golden age which brings final victory over life s prob-
lems and sufferings the same ideal is found in the ideas
of hegel marx engels and lenin mr ashe calls this com-
mon parallel the mystic of renewal reinstatement transf-
iguration a fresh start and concludes that herein is the basic
philosophical factor that is the moving influence in the legends
which have been attached to king arthur

he next considers the question why does the reinstate
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ment and revival mystic occur and reoccur his answer is
the well worn and frequently overusedoverused resort to anthropology
and evolution man s need for security begets myth which
begets myth etc etc there is no consideration of course
of the possibility that the theory may be backwards that the
legends were influenced by true accounts of adamic forefathers
in former dispensations who communed with a living god and
taught of restorations and a god ruled millennium

the literature of shelley robert owen chesterton the
fabian society and gandhi are brought into parallelism as
further proof that the arthur legends are influenced by psy-
chologicalchological desire for a better age his statement christ was
a platonist cements the ever growing indications in mr ashe s

book that the author is caught in the parallel evolutions
and psychic origin trap so apparent in the intellectual liter-
ary criticism of today

mr ashe s conclusions are these arthur is best defined
as the british general who won the battle of mount badon
and who obviously was a real individual identified as a mili-
tary commander histories never called him a king welch
literature refers to him as an outstanding leader his name
became popular thereafter and many stories about his greatness
were circulated being influenced by the myths of the titans
of early legends and the psychological need of man to find a
renewal of life a golden age

HOWARD M BAHR BRUCE A CHADWICK AND DARWIN L
THOMAS eds population resources and the future non
malthusian perspective provo utah brigham young uni-
versity press 1972 352 ppap 5953955.955953953.95

reviewed by john H gardner professor of physics at
brigham young university who isis a past president of the
utah academy of scientific arts and letters and a recipient
of the karl G maesar distinguished teacher award

Is society perfectible this was a question much debated in
europe towards the end of the eighteenth century in dis-
cussionscus sions with his father who believed that it was thomas
robert malthus an english curate and economist advanced
the view that the realization of a happy society will always be
hindered by the tendency for population to increaseincrease faster than


